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Where love and charity abide…
The number of people who participate regularly in the
liturgical celebrations is decreasing ever more. Perhaps
this decrease will continue in the future, due to the decreased number of youth who frequent the churches. We
need to revise our liturgy, so boring and little meaningful
for the life of the people; we need to review our language
and many more things.
The social action of the Church, on the contrary, is at its
peak, and hence, attracts and mobilizes. Numerous persons are impressed and amazed in view of the solidarity
that blossoms in the shade of the Church institutions. It is
said that solidarity is a new “Hall of the Gentiles”, where
the believers and the non-believers meet and mutually enrich themselves. An ecumenical organization from England
speaks of “social liturgy”. Social liturgy is the practice of
public charity, inspired in love of God and configured by
this love. The “social liturgy” – one reads in a document
signed by the Anglican and Catholic Bishops of London –
offers a “future for the Christianity of XXI century”.
Sister Clara and her daughters give a significant contribution to this future. As
agents and instruments of
mercy – a caress of God to
the suffering humanity, according to the expression of
Pope Francis – open to God
the path to the hearts of men
and women of our time.
Through the practice of
mercy, though there is no
explicit mention of it, God
reveals himself and becomes
present in the world. “Where
charity and love abide, there
is God”. Teresa of Calcutta had collected from the street
and assisted with all the care a sick lady, who abruptly said:
“I do not know why you are doing this to me. I cannot pay
you”. “I do not do it for you to pay me - replied Mother
Theresa calmly; I do it for love sake”. A little later, the poor
lady makes a request: “Show me your God”. “You have
already seen my God and He is called Love”. In the hands

of well doing of Mother Theresa, the poor lady was able
to glimpse the kind hands of God the Father.
Some time ago, a beggar said to a Religious: “Perhaps,
you may not remember me, but one day I passed by this
way and you gave me shirts, inner garments, kerchiefs. As
long as I am alive, I will never forget this gesture. Sister,
you are a good person. You remind me of Jesus who went
about in the world doing good to all. The world is need of
a whirlwind of goodness”
Pope Francis is right: mercy is the secret to make God
acceptable and credible, to the people of our time. It is
the indispensable condition for Him to awaken interest
and, also, for the Church and our own life may be credible
and acceptable. The people will not accept God, if we do
not present Him full of kindness and mercy. We will not
be worthy of credit, if our works are not works of love.
The people can very well do without God; but there is
one thing they cannot do without and all ardently long
for it: love; the love which ultimately comes from God,
who created us in His image and likeness. God is Love.
In the intimacy with God,
Clara and her Daughters
imbibed charity which was
later expressed in works.
The liturgy of the Church
and the “social liturgy” were
inseparable. The words of
Christ “take this, eat, drink:
this is my body, my blood
given up for you” echoed
spontaneously on their lips,
addressed to the children
and to the poor: “take this
my body, my strength, my
competence, my time: everything is given for you”.
Not enough to have a simple and efficient management
of activities. It is necessary that the services, language,
structures are an adequate channel, for the love of Christ
to become a prophecy of a new world.
Fr. Abílio Pina Ribeiro, cmf
Colégio Universitário Pio XII, Lisboa
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In God and with the needy
Testimonies of favours received, through the intercession of Blessed Maria Clara:
A. M. B. - District of Viana do Castelo – A family member
of mine was very sick, and in spite of undergoing many tests
and visiting different specialists, they did not succeed in diagnosing his problem. He was becoming thin day by day, was no
longer able to go for work, since his strength was limited or
had none. He was beginning to have difficulty in moving the
fingers, not even being able to use the computer. Once, I went
to the Church to ask the help of God and I felt drawn to pick a
Bulletin of Sister Maria Clara, in which they portrayed her so
well and her precious miracles. I related to her my case, prayed
and she, with her infinite goodness interceded for me to God
our Lord. Finally, this my family member was sent to a doctor
who is rightly taking care of him and medicating him. Now,
he works, is able to drive, and little by little is getting back to
normal life. Apparently, he was allergic to various medicines
among these one that had damaged his stomach. I hope this
testimony which I consider to be of a miracle, may contribute
towards the canonization of Blessed Maria Clara do Menino
Jesus. I thank God and my intercessor for having helped me.
M. A. N. A. - Campo, Viseu – I am etenally grateful to Sister
Maria Clara do Menino Jesus. The end of the year 2015 was
suffocating for me and my family. I and my husband were
unemployed (he, for over three years and I for six months).
We practically lost our family house. It was then that Sr. Maria
Amelia reminded me to pray to Sister Maria Clara do Menino
Jesus and ask for her help; I know that she too prayed for me
and for my family. During Advent I continued asking for her
help and in a short time, my husband found a job and we were
able to renegotiate with the bank for the loan for our house.
Today, we enjoy peace and hope and give thanks to God and
to Sister Maria Clara do Menino Jesus.
A. C. L. - Jugueiros, Viseu – I surrendered to the heart of
Mother Maria Clara do Menino Jesus the request to deliver me
from a very doubtful pathology of my right breast. Thanks to
God after the tests done, it was detected to be only a fibroid
mass, without any seriousness. May Mother Clara continue
to help us. Thank you!
M. O. C. - Angra do Heroísmo – I come to thank Blessed
Maria Clara do Menino Jesus for the big favour that she obtained for me from God. My son was having headaches. He
went to the doctor and underwent tests. He was told that
he had a serious problem in the head. I was in great distress
and I asked with all the strength of my heart, beginning with
a novena, to Blessed Maria Clara do Menino Jesus. When
the fresh tests were done, there was nothing, thanks to God!
M. F. B. L. S. - Fontinhas, Terceira, Az. – Through a friend
of mine, I came to know Mother Clara; she gave me a bulletin
of the Cause of her canonization at a moment of my great
distress. My husband had been operated since a year, in the
Island Terceira, but the surgery had not been successful. We
did not give up and continued to battle for our health and

went to Lisbon, to a clinic in search of other opinions. He was
operated once again by a specialist, in the Hospital of Luz;
everything went on well. But we were expecting the worst
during his recovery; it was already three years with to and fro
visits to the clinic, to Lisbon, but every time we went there and
during the painful treatment, we always had a sign of Mother
Clara, whom we thank so much. We used to pray daily and
several times a day the Prayer to ask for healing, to help him
in those moments of so much pain and suffering. Mother Clara
never abandoned us. There was always some good news at
each consultation. And the miracle that we asked for so much,
took place. Thanks to her intercession, finally the wound
closed up and he was healed. Other wonderful coincidences
took place which strengthened our faith further, that she was
always looking after us. That is why, we want to share with
everyone this moment of faith and gratitude.
A. R. - Caminha – I have a daughter with about thirty years
of age, who is married, having two children. In spite of being a
graduate, was not able to get a job. With faith I had recourse
to Mother Maria Clara and, in a short time, she got a job.
Thanks to God!
Ir. E. D’S. - Sadashivgad, India – For almost nine years, my
eldest brother, did not have children. They consulted doctors,
underwent treatment from various doctors, but nothing happened. They were feeling discouraged, disillusioned, frustrated,
thinking that they would never get children. Unceasingly, they
asked God to bless them with the gift of a child. Meanwhile, I
gave them the prayer of Mother Clara and advised them to seek
her intercession with God. I joined them in the same request.
Last year, I had the opportunity of going to Portugal for my intensive formation. The very moment when I entered the Crypt
of Mother Clara and Father Beirão, in the Mother House, I felt a
deep ray of hope and, at that moment, something touched my
heart, with a strong message that, this year my brother would
be blessed with a child. With this, I went to Fatima and, there, I
continued to pray to Mary, our Mother. Within five months, my
brother sent me a message, saying that he was going to become
a father and that only a miracle could explain it. It was then that
I remembered about what I had felt in the Crypt, in Portugal. On
2nd August 2018, my brother was blessed with a son. Deeply
grateful, I raise my heart to God and to our Foundress, for the
grace that we received. Thank you!
I. S. S. F. - Pirassununga, Br. – I give testimony of these two
favours for which I am very grateful.
• My nine months old grandchild, had very persistent
cough, difficulty in breathing and high fever. In my affliction,
without knowing what else to do, but with great faith, I began
to ask Blessed Maria Clara do Menino Jesus to come to our
aid. I was heard. It was great and hence, I come to thank.
• My 12 year old granddaughter, suffered from many boils
in the axilla. I also had recourse to Blessed Maria Clara and
she interceded for the girl who got healed.
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A well deserved homage
Mother Clara present in Fafe
Since the month of December 2018 the statue of Blessed
Beata Maria Clara do Menino Jesus is venerated in the parish
communities of São Gens and São Vicente de Paços, in Fafe.
The Parish Priest, Fr. Manuel Novais, a great devotee of Mother
Clara, right from his seminary days, who is fully identified with
the Charism of Hospitality, chose as his priestly motto “Omnibus
omnia factus sum" (I made myself everything for all ‘1Cor 9: 22’),
which in the Sacred Scripture takes root, the motto of the life of
Mother Clara: “where there is good to be done, do it”. Always
close to the Franciscan Hospitaller Sisters of the Immaculate
Conception, has counted with the support of CONFHIC in the
youth and family
pastoral.
The presence
of the Franciscan
Hospitaller Sisters
awakened interest
for the life and work
of Mother Clara, a
generous dispenser of divine mercy, making herself
available to all by
welcoming the abandoned, the weak, the least, the miserable,
the defenceless, left to die in the existential peripheries. Mercy
was for her the “fire”, that created comfort in all her works,
and the light that illumined the darkness of all those who did
not even have more tears to cry their poverty and suffering.
When the communities of São Gens and of Paços discovered
this treasure, there was a general love to participate in the
beatification of Mother Clara, in 2011, and later a request was
made to the Congregation, to make it possible to have the presence of her statue for public veneration in the Parish Churches.
The Congregation did it willingly and Mother Clara became a
fundamental personality in the pastoral dynamization, above
all in the social pastoral, as well as in the accompaniment of
the sick and the dying and of their families. Frequent are the
requests of intentions for the Holy Mass, in honour and praise of
Blessed Maria Clara; São Vicente de Paços entrusted the Home
for the Elderly to her protection. São Gens is a large and aged
community, that is trying to respond each day with solicitude
to the needs of the more fragile, just as Mother Clara did, in
the peripheries of Lisbon.
Each parish has a group of Franciscan youth who seek to
deepen not only their Franciscan vocation, but also the Charism
of Hospitality, by interiorizing the Beatitudes and the Works of
Mercy. The whole community receives the bulletin “The Sister
to the Poor”, and many persons, above all young couples who
do not have children, pray daily and fervently the Prayer of
Intercession to Blessed Maria Clara, also to ask for her canonization. We can affirm that her mission in the peripheries of the
cities and in the existential peripheries remains in our days as
an eloquent witness of the proximity of God to the poorest. This
emblematic figure of a consecrated woman, beautiful model of
holiness, helps to understand that the only criterion of action is
gratuitous love. Also in Fafe horizons of joy and hope are being

opened in the midst of despair, offering more understanding
and more tenderness. May the presence, the intercession and
the example of Mother Clara transform the communities of Fafe
into true missionary disciples. Let us pray for them.
A strong experience
Twenty Sisters who exercise their mission in the Azores, on
21st February, came on a pilgrimage to the Mother House, in
Linda a Pastora. Their objective was to revitalize themselves
at the Sources of CONFHIC. The days, from 22 to 24 were for
prayer, formation and fraternal conviviality.
Helped by Prof. Dr. João César das Neves, by the Theologian,
Fr. Abílio Pina Ribeiro and by Sr. Calina N’dira Cruz, FHIC, they
reflected on the challenges that the world of today places before the FHIC, in the different dimensions, from the new peripheries to the living of the Religious Consecration in Fraternity;
it concluded by looking at:
Mother Clara, a disciple in mission.
In the agenda for these days of formation was yet a visit to
the Convento das Trinas, a very special place for the Franciscan
Hospitallers, because in it lived and died Blessed Maria Clara;
it was also there that Fr. Raimundo dos Anjos Beirão departed
from this earth.
After this visit,
we participated
in the Eucharist
in the Church of
Falagueira, where Mother Clara
prayed many times, during the
early years of her
life. These were
two moments of strong emotions. The kindness with which
we were welcomed made us understand the interest that the
history of the life of Mother Clara has for Dr. José Aguiar, the
guide of this visit, and how the parish community of Falagueira
has special devotion and love for Blessed Maria Clara.
Chain of prayer
Knowing of the power of intercession of Blessed Maria Clara, with God, many are the requests from persons, imploring
that they be admitted in the chain of prayers. We present the
petitions of: J.A.F.C.- Fátima; M.A.R.S. -Constantina; L.C.S.-Chaves;

A.J.G.-Sto António dos Cavaleiros; M.L.S.-Ponta Delgada; M.A.O.B.-Valbom; M.V.G.F.-Viseu; M.M.R. -Cartaxo; M.M.-Paredes; G.B.O.,
M.I.L.A.S. e M.C.A.- V. Praia Âncora; M.G.G.-Toronto; A.R.- Leiria;
L.F.M.-Sertã; A.C.- Bodiosa; M.C.M.B.-Vale Cambra; M.M.S.S.-Madalena, Gaia; A.C.F.-Sta Mª da Feira; D.J.-Camarate. Let us help with

our prayers!

“To narrate the wonder of God is to praise Him”,
wrote Cassiodoro. One speaks of graces received, of
Divine responses to trusting prayer. Do you know that
once published they become an act of praise to God?
Do not keep from sending them to the Secretariat. How
much good they will do…
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The Heart and the Gesture
The Book, out of stock since
many years, perhaps forgotten by some and ignored by
others, is now in its 2nd edition. New face, new episodes,
lived by Sister Maria Clara and
her Sisters, unique illustrations
and other small expressions of
life justify the new collection.
Since the demand was imposed, having been overcome
the lack of opportunity, here
you can ask the Secretariat for
the book or books. A similar
situation arose with the second edition of
The Sister to the Poor
already with some editions
and much search. This little
work is a biographical synthesis, characterized by fundamental experiences of the
existence of Sr. Maria Clara.
The 94 pages of this 3rd
edition awakens the thirst of
as many others or more, in a
desire to deepen this life, fruitful with humanity, dedication
and holiness, from where can
be highlighted the main virtues
that denounce the strong, the
courageous, the determined and those who will fight for a good
cause. A reading for all.
If you use bank transfer to collaborate in
the Cause of canonization of Sister Maria Clara …
pay attention to the new Account Number
and the new IBAN – Eurobic
Account number: 7852831310001
IBAN: PT 50007900007852831310158
Prayer to Request Cures

Blessed Mother Clara, by the love you had for Jesus in the Eucharist and for
the glory of His Most Holy name, with filial confidence in Mary, the Mother of
Sorrows, and for the exaltation of her Immaculate Conception, I supplicate that
you plead for the cure of… (name) and attend to the prayers of those who ask
for your intercession with God.
Glory be to the Father, Son and Holy Spirit (3 times).

Crown of Praises to God

It consists of 56 “Glory be” in praise of the Most Blessed Trinity
for the 56 years of the life of Mother Clara.
Using the Rosary beads, In place of the “Our Father” say;
To you, all honour and all glory, for ever and ever;
In place of the “Hail Mary” say: Glory be to the Father, and to the Son…;
- at the end of the last 6 “Glory be”
Conclude saying 3 times:
To you, all honour and all glory, for ever and ever.

(With ecclesiastical approval)

Communicate favours received to:
The Provincial Secretariat
of Mother Clara
Clara Sadan Provincialte
Carmelaram P.O.
Bangaluru 560 035

The Provincial Secretariat
of Mother Clara
Provincial House
Mary Hill, 2nd and 3rd Floor
60, Mount Mary Road Bandra West – Mumbai 400 050

Heralds of Love!

We are experiencing a time of certain amount of uncertainty.
To contradict this current one requires the audacity,
A personal examination:
Who makes me live?
Who impels me?
Do I live attracted by God?
We immerse ourselves in times of deep individualism.
How to contradict this wave?
Where are the gestures of solidarity of encounter?
When to embrace the other?
What do you do about your good thoughts and blessings?
If we were to imagine “power” of this way of life,
that calms down the tempests,
relieves human pain,
approaches those who are already far away,
welcomes the lonely and the distant…
If we were to imagine the “power” that we have,
as allies of God,
in this “social liturgy”, that gives us future
and comes from those who have preceded us,
as people of courageous audacity.
Our mission is to open!
Open paths that no one has walked.
Open roads for the encounter.
Build bridges of dialogue.
Open the hearts to God,
at a time that hurts the human person
and still projects “walls” to be raised.
Of extreme actuality, is the advice:
Work with love and for love! (Blessed Mª Clara)
– If the motor is Love, we will reach far, we will embrace all,
beginning by those who are by our side!
It will always be a life of this type that will tell
who God is and where He can be found.
Be not afraid of Goodness and Tenderness,
Tells us Pope Francis imperatively.
The world needs this whirlwind!
That one may never again speak of an “eclipse of God”!
Prayer to ask for favours
and for the canonization of Blessed
Maria Clara
Most Holy Trinity, most high,
omnipotent and good Lord!
You caused your holiness to shine in the simple and humble life
of Blessed Maria Clara do Menino Jesus, by calling her to be
an apostle of your tenderness and mercy.
Grant us the grace of her canonization and may the brightness of
your light shine upon us so that, by living in the spirit
of the beatitudes, we may practice the Works of Mercy,
in fidelity to the Holy Gospel.
Through the intercession of Blessed Maria Clara do Menino Jesus,
hear our prayers and Grant us the grace which we confidently
ask You (mention your petition).
To You all honour and glory, forever and ever. Amen!
Our Father, Hail Mary, Glory be…
Blessed Maria Clara, pray for us!
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